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Coming Soon!! This will 
be the second 
expression from Lobo. 
This ensemble will 
feature agave 
maximiliana and agave 
valenciana for yet 
another groundbreaking 
representation of agave 
spirits from Jalisco.

With Agave 
maximiliana, Lobo 
takes a low 
intervention approach 
to farming.  He 
leaves all the trees 
and plants agave 
around them. This 
flagship expression 
is one of the most 
well composed 
raicillas, 
representative of 
Lobo’s meticulous and 
harmonious distilling 
practices.

Coming Soon!! A very special batch made from 100% Agave 
vazquesgarciae. This agave is not widely used and 
provides an exploratory character while remaining within 
the profile of Lobo’s style. 

El Lobo de la Sierra - ‘The wolf 
of the Mountain’. To know ‘Lobo’, 
Gerardo Peña, is to love him.  
You immediately feel his love of 
family, raicilla, and life.  From 
the Sierra Occidental of Jalisco, 
Lobo’s signature profile is as 
unique as his personality.  As 
the producer for La Venenosa 
Puntas, Lobo has now developed 
his own brandm, which we are 
thrilled to present.   



EL LOBO DE LA SIERRA
This is the family brand of Maestro Gerardo “El Lobo” Peńa.  
Producer of the famed Puntas of La Venenosa, Lobo practices 
minimally invasive farming and works meticulously clean at 
his distillery. His “vinos” are as bright as his 
personality.  

RAICILLA a.k.a. VINO DE LECHUGILLA a.k.a. VINO DE 
CERRO

Raicilla is a historic category of agave spirits from the 
state of Jalisco, which offers a vast diversity of maguey. 
The expansive terroir, along with a unique confluence of 
cultures and large variety of still types, gives us an 
experience that is an incredible spectrum of flavor. 

MAESTRO
Don Gerardo “El Lobo” Peńa

MAGUEY (AGAVE)
Lechugilla (A. Maximiliana)

VILLAGE
Jacales, Jalisco

OVEN / FUEL
Adobe / black oak

MILL
Mechanical and by hand

FERMENT
Wild fermented in oak vats 
(with bagasso)

DISTILLATION
2x in alembic of stainless steel
 (with bagasso)

NOTES
Aroma – lanolin, spun sugar, verbena 
Taste – orange zest, copal resin, hay
Texture – quick bitter, rounding oils, juicy finish

EL LOBO DE LA SIERRA
MAXIMILIANA


